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Live In The LBC Live In The LBC (intended as a split album with Paramore) is the first live release
by Avenged Sevenfold. It was released by Warner Music Group, and was released as a digital-only
download on January 27, 2009 as a part of the live in the LBC series. The physical release came in on
March 30, 2009 in the United States. It was also released on iTunes, and the CD is currently out of
print. The European/UK version includes the tracks found on the Shattered Soul. The European
version features the same track listing as the US version, with the additional bonus track "Rise". The
European version also comes with a special track with footage of the tour. Album details The
European/UK version was released on a translucent, black vinyl. The vinyl is exclusive to HMV
stores. The vinyl also includes a bonus track of the European version titled "Rise". The vinyl includes
a slip cover featuring artwork identical to the US version. This release also came in a different
pressing of 12,500 copies than the European version. The Japanese version was released as a
digipak picture disc. The disc includes full color artwork, and a DVD that features the music videos
for "Scream" and "Halo", along with the "Halo" music video in HD, the "Scream" video in HD, and a
short behind the scenes video. The Japanese version also includes a bonus DVD that features the
"Halo" music video, the "Halo" video, and a live video for "Halo". The Japanese release only includes
the bonus DVD. The Japanese release contains a different version of "Rise" than the European
release. The Japanese version of the CD includes a silent video for "Rise", and the DVD includes the
Japanese version of "Halo" and "Halo" video. The North American version is a standard double vinyl.
The vinyl includes the bonus track "Rise" as a vinyl exclusive bonus track. The Canadian version is
exclusive to Rough Trade. The Canadian and Rough Trade version features different artwork than
the US and European/UK version. The Japanese version is only available at the band's website.
Musical styles and tracks The album contains five new songs that were not released on The Stage.
The songs can be divided into two main categories, traditional Avenged Sevenfold songs, and new
songs. Traditional Avenged Sevenfold songs
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